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Command Corner
In the current media environment it
is clear that there are forces seeking
to erode the strength of our NATO
alliance; attempting to weaken our
trust, confidence, and determination to support one another. NATO
seeks to promote our shared values, maintain peace, and ensure
security against traditional and
nontraditional threats. Together
we must continue to defend our
nations’ future and protect our interests; we will
strive to reach external audiences about our true
purpose so they may draw their own conclusions
about the merit of NATO efforts without the
influence of false or mis-leading information. I
need your help in sharing our message.
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sources captured the activities of
the eNRF and provided the opportunity for people across the globe to
witness NATO’s resolve in maintaining readiness and capability and to
deter forces that challenge peace
and threaten our values.

Simultaneously we have also maintained our focus on the nontraditional threat to our South. Although
rich in history and culture, this region to the South has recently been characterized by mass migration flows, expanded terrorist/extremist actions against Allies and Allied
interests. This month the first personnel were
assigned to man the NATO Strategic Direction
South Hub in its new location within this headDuring Naples Vision II we gathered leading ana- quarters with the purpose of building on shared
lysts in Sibiu, Romania to review the deteriorated awareness, flexibility, cross-organizational and
security situation in the Black Sea region and to
multi-national cooperation and strengthened
build our understanding, situational awareness
crisis response capabilities and capacities within,
and information sharing among our Allies and
as well as outside, the Alliance. This is no small
partners. The assembled experts helped shape a effort as we work towards initial capability and
collective understanding of the value of the Black seek new opportunities to voice the purpose of
Sea region, which is vital to international trade.
the Hub with internal and external audiences. I
Through the exchange of ideas it became clear
will continue to support this new team on the
that there are state actors set on a course to
challenging and necessary task they have ahead
counter stability within the region; a message
of them while ensuring NATO’s message is
that needs to be shared with those that are unshared.
educated on this issue. Political and diplomatic
Most of you reading this have played a role in
means are the primary tools in addressing remaking these events possible. To all of you,
gional tension. However, state actors willing to
thank you for your efforts. When you are with
use military force to increase their global influnational colleges, friends, and family I encourage
ence need to be aware of our capabilities and
you to share with them the work conducted here
resolve.
at JFC Naples. I am very proud of your accomAs you read this article, the last of the 2,000
plishments and look forward to serving alongside
troops and 540 vehicles have returned to their
you with continuing success as we share NATO’s
host nations having concluded exercise Noble
message of defending our future and values toJump. This exercise transparently showcased the gether.
enhanced NATO Response Force (eNRF) capability as forces were deployed from seven different
Italian Army Lieutenant
nations across Greece, Bulgaria, and Romania.
General Luciano Portolano
From the embarkment of the first convoys, to the
Chief of Staff JFC Naples
live fire demonstration in Cincu Romania, media

For more photos, check out our Flickr
album at goo.gl/LyXZKm
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JFC Naples NCO Professional Development I/2017
On April 4-5, the NCO Professional Development
took place. The first day consisted of various
presentations about NATO, as well as presentations regarding topics such as Ethics and Cultural
Diversity. On the second day was the Naples Cultural Awareness Day.
To start off the course, CSEL JFCNP, CSM Stark,
gave a brief introduction and a welcome. Around
48 personnel attended the NCOPD which consisted of 10 different Nations, the most being from
the US and GBR contingents. All NCOs present
were from various divisions inside the JFC building, including two personnel from the Turkish
NSE. This course is available to all NCOs throughout the JFC in addition to all Nations in the NSE.
The next brief was given by WO Magill about
NATO history and its structure. His brief was very
informative and filled with useful knowledge
which I believe every person working on this
NATO Base should have. Knowing the history of
NATO in addition to the history of this specific
base here in Naples is invaluable.
Afterwards we had presentations from J2, J3 and
J7. All briefers we subject matter experts and all
briefs were factual and informative. This helped
all NCOs gain an insight into what these divisions
actually do inside NATO.
The afternoon was kicked off with a brief from
OR9 Nathan Smith regarding Ethics and Cultural
Diversity. Although these topics are somewhat
sensitive, OR9 Smith managed to keep the brief
lighthearted while at the same time addressing
some serious potential issues which may usually
prove hard, especially in a multi-cultural and multi
-national environment.
To follow was a brief on Communication and
Leadership, discussing different types of communication and which is best to use in different scenarios including how we should adapt our communication whilst in an environment where most
personnel are speaking in a language which is not
their mother tongue.
The last briefs of the day was one from JMTT,

CAN LIVE’ which I believe is a very powerful message to any soldier or serving military person.
Inside the memorial area lays 973 fallen soldiers,
coffins as well as plaques from those whose bodies could not be retrieved, or were cremated.
We then went to the artillery park where various
artillery is on display, including an American tank.
Italian and English artillery were used in the Battle
of Montelungo and the War of Liberation where
some pieces of equipment looked so well preserved because some were simply never used!
To end our day and conclude NCOPD, we proceeded in the coach up some very windy roads to
a quiet and simply stunning small town to a beautiful restaurant which looked almost like a Castle.
The views were idyllic and absolutely breathtaking. The food was all homemade with wild boar
from the woodlands. This dinner was the perfect
end to the course and you could notice the bonds
formed between personnel.

followed by a brief regarding Officer and NCO
relationships which may differ from different
countries as well as differences in personalities
and work styles.
The next day, all the attendees gathered for a
short brief into the cultural awareness of Naples.
This was lighthearted yet factual and included a
few fun facts.

I would recommend to all the NCOs to take part in
future NCOPDs and truly believe that it is beneficial to anyone working on this Base, for professional development, networking, knowledge and
self-pride.

The coach journey took just over 1 hour 30
minutes until we arrived at the Italian Memorial
of Montelungo ‘Sacrario Militare di Mignano
Montelungo’. It is located along the Via Casilina
which is approximately 2 KM from the village of
Mignano, on the eastern slopes of the Monte
Lungo. This is where the first fighting of the Italians took place against the Germans in December
1943, in the War of Liberation.

Commentary by OR2 Sharnice AthertonBerry, GBR RN

First, we went into the historical museum, where
we could see original excerpts of orders given to
these soldiers who fought, their weapons, photographs and more. This was a good place to start as
it gave us an insight and background as to what
had happened here.
We then walked over to the
memorial area where on
the main gate is a plaque
which says ‘MORTUI UT
PATRIA VIVAT’ which
means ‘YOU ARE GOING TO
DIE THUS YOUR COUNTRY

Event Calendar and NATO Holidays

April 22—International Children’s Festival

Picture of
the Week
Transfagarasan
Highway, Romania
Photo by Sgt. Stew
Baylis-Crisp, GBR RM

April 25—NATO Holiday / Italian Liberation Day

June 23 — U.S. Army Ball

June 2—NATO Holiday / Italian Republic Anniversary

June 23 — Slovenian National Day

Aug. 15— NATO Holiday / Feast of Assumption

June 29 — Canadian National Day

Oct. 24—Nov. 2 / Trident Juncture 16 Exercise

July 1 — Festa Americana

Dec. 8 — NATO Holiday / Immaculate Conception

July267—
—NATO
NATOHoliday
Ball / Granted Day for Christmas
Dec.
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